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“I joined Passier at the age of 17. At the start I was invol-
ved in making the Century Saddle. At that time, Mr. Passier 
and Mr. Kannemeier Senior were still at the company. I’ve 
been doing repairs for 20 years now and thoroughly enjoy 
the variety! I work on three to six saddles a day. The best 
aspect of my job is being able to see what I produce. And 
the result is really something to be proud of because peo-
ple get a lot of pleasure from our saddles. I have always 
enjoyed working at Passier and being part of the team. 
In March I will retire after 45½ years at the company. The 
knowledge I gained over the years I have already passed 
on to my younger colleagues. I know that they will do a 
great job! But nevertheless I will certainly miss Passier!”

Dieter Manthey – a Passier  
Veteran of Over 45 Years

Cover Picture



Passier Saddles –  
High-Class Seating Sensations

Quality Made by Master Craftsmen in Germany

Softer Seat Lining
Invisible to the eye, special attention is paid to the “inner values”:  
the current Passier seat lining is based on state-of-the-art technology –  
for a wonderfully soft, unforgettable riding sensation: the unique 
Passier feeling!

Outer Welt Seam
All seams are placed in such a 
way that they do not come into 
contact with the rider. No pinching 
and nipping. Guaranteed!

The seat lining is sanded into 
shape by the master saddler. 
Individual and wonderfully 
soft!

Knee Inserts 15 mm (5/8") 
and Very Soft Thigh Supports
The knee inserts are especially comfortable,  
because they are padded with super soft  
15 mm (5/8") material. The thigh supports are 
also constructed from very soft materials, which 
closely adapt to the shape of the rider’s knee.

Which Saddle is This?
If you have tried out or seen a  
Passier saddle that you would like 
for yourself, simply check the em-
bossed saddle number. Each saddle, 
even from a past collection, can be 
duplicated based on this number.

The soft and non-slip seat 
leather is drawn out  

over the saddle tree.
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Soft, Softer,  
Passier Leather

Leather Colors

Highest Quality, Best Riding Sensation

Elegant, Natural and Timeless

European Calf Leather

DeLuxe Doubling
The exceptionally soft doubling 
with 2 mm foam rubber lining and 
Super Soft Grip leather is available 
for all Passier saddles.

Art. no. 088

Leather is a natural product – rigid quality control is of utmost 
importance. Passier saddles are made exclusively from European 
cowhide and only the best sections of each hide are used.  
Leather will occasionally have natural characteristics such as insect 
bites or scars, which are typical of the appearance of genuine 
leather. With proper care Passier products have a very long lifespan 
and will retain their natural and classy appearance for many years 
or even decades.

All Passier saddles are available in the colors 
Black, Havana and Teak. Saddle applications are 
available in many additional colors, see pp. 18/19.

For all colors best possible color fastness and  
color stability are of utmost importance – and  
given the correct care the stability of the colors 
can be guaranteed.

The availability of the three different colors for 
snaffle bridles, double bridles, breastplates,  
saddle girths and stirrup leathers is indicated  
on the individual product pages. 

Natural Grip Leather  
(NGL)

Super Soft Grip Leather 
(SSG Leather)

Selloil Leather

Black Havana

Teak

Natural Grip leather is a very soft saddle flap leather with 
excellent grip. It is tanned with a selection of natural waxes 
und precious vegetable and animal oils and is used in the 
construction of all Passier saddles with PS Saddle Trees 
without doubling. At an extra charge it is also available for 
saddles with Synthetic Saddle Tree, Art. no. 087.

Super Soft Grip leather (SSG leather) is used for all  
doubling on Passier saddles. It offers secure grip, soft 
touch and sophisticated looks.

Selloil leather combines an extraordinary softness with a 
secure grip. It is used on seats, knee inserts and panels. 
It is exceptionally slip-proof, offering the rider comfort 
and security in the saddle while also keeping the saddle 
securely in place.

This high-quality saddle flap leather is used in all Passier  
saddles with Synthetic Saddle Tree. It is a very hard-wearing  
and durable leather which has been in use at Passier for 
more than ten years in constant high quality.
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Best Comfort and  
Optimum Horse-Friendliness

 
Optimum II
For an exquisite riding sensa-
tion: with advantageous cut 
for optimum riding position, 
narrow twist, pre-formed knee 
inserts, thicker thigh supports 
and Selloil leather doubling 
of the large and small saddle 
flaps for optimum hold.

Sizes 16" to 19"

PS Saddle Tree

Art. no. 552

 
Optimum Mono
The monoflap saddle ensures 
that the rider sits particularly 
close to the horse for a very 
special riding experience and 
even more influence. The thigh 
supports on top of the saddle 
flaps are available in two diffe-
rent versions.

Sizes 16" to 19"

PS Saddle Tree

Art. no. 557

 
Optimum
The saddle is designed to en-
sure the perfect riding position 
for the rider. The narrow twist 
allows for closer contact with 
the horse and the large contact 
area results in an optimum fit 
to the horse’s back.

Sizes 16" to 19"

PS Saddle Tree

Art. no. 550

 
Sirius
The saddle with frt-System® 
guarantees that the horse’s 
shoulder is able to rotate com-
pletely freely. Horses ridden 
in the Sirius saddle are more 
relaxed and content, and riders 
report a particularly calm and 
harmonious sitting sensation.

Sizes 16" to 19"

PS Saddle Tree

Art. no. 565

 
EVO-D
The monoflap saddle for free-
dom of movement. Especially 
comfortable due to the  
Queen Special Feature, the 
moved-back points of the 
cantle and the super-soft seat. 
Plenty of space in the saddle 
and the rider can exert even 
more influence!

Sizes 16" to 19"

PS Saddle Tree

Art. no. 504DRESSAGE
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Hubertus Schmidt II
The elegant saddle with 
light-colored stitching was de-
veloped in cooperation with 
professional dressage rider 
Hubertus Schmidt. With thick 
thigh supports and a soft and 
deep seat for extremely good 
riding comfort.

Sizes 16" to 19"

PS Saddle Tree

Art. no. 543

 
Freemove Dynamic
The Freemove Dynamic has 
a flat seat, flat thigh supports 
and sloping, individually fitted 
flocking. This provides opti-
mum freedom of movement 
for rider and horse.

Sizes 16.5" to 18"

PS Saddle Tree

Art. no. 532

 
GG Extra
The GG Extra is one of the  
most popular dressage saddles  
worldwide, which is not  
surprising since it features  
an exceptionally soft seat, 
comfortable thigh supports 
and it is especially horse-
friendly, too.

Sizes 16" to 19"

PS Saddle Tree

Art. no. 530

 
Grand Prix Special 
Luxury of the highest degree. 
The monoflap saddle has an 
extra-deep seat with special 
deeper seat lining and a flap 
with DeLuxe Doubling for an 
incredibly comfortable riding 
sensation.

Sizes 16.5" to 18"

Synthetic Saddle Tree

Art. no. 620

 
abs
The abs provides a comfort-
able riding sensation and a  
perfect fit – even on horses  
for which it is otherwise very  
difficult to find the right saddle.  
A special point billet strap  
arrangement always keeps  
the saddle in place.

Sizes 16.5" to 18"

Synthetic Saddle Tree

Art. no. 640

 
Corona
The Corona is especially 
advantageous! The perfect cut 
and deep seat ensure that the 
rider can sit comfortably in the 
optimal riding position. The 
thigh supports keep the legs 
in place.

Sizes 16.5" to 18"

Synthetic Saddle Tree

Art. no. 520

 
Style
The perfect saddle for riders 
seeking the extraordinary. With 
exceptional design elements, 
a super-comfortable, deep 
seat, thick thigh supports and 
doubling on the small saddle 
flaps for a secure and relaxed 
time in the saddle.

Sizes 16.5" to 18"

Synthetic Saddle Tree

Art. no. 660

  
Young Star II
The advantageous saddle with 
adjustable thigh supports with 
Velcro, soft seat lining and a 
deep seat. The patent leather 
trims at front and back and 
the patent leather stirrup strap 
loop are very elegant.

Sizes 15.5" und 16"

Synthetic Saddle Tree

Art. no. 526

 
Corona II
The Corona II with its thigh 
supports under the pre-formed 
knee inserts provides extra-
comfortable hold. The saddle 
is completely slip-proof, 
because the small and large 
saddle flaps are softly  
doubled with Selloil leather.

Sizes 16.5" to 18"

Synthetic Saddle Tree

Art. no. 521

 
Compact Comfort
The Compact Comfort 
combines an especially short 
contact surface on the horse 
with a large and comfortable 
seat, which is extra-comfy and 
super soft due to the Queen 
Special Feature.

Sizes 1 to 3

PS Saddle Tree

Art. no. 534

Everything is hand-crafted:  
the panels are sewn to the 

upper part of the saddle.
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Arktur
The Arktur convinces due to  
its super-soft seat. The knee  
blocks and small calf blocks  
provide security over the  
fence and the soft knee inserts  
ensure optimum contact with  
the horse. The saddle flaps are  
softly doubled with Selloil  
leather and thus especially slip-
proof, light-colored stitching  
completes the perfect look.

Sizes 16" to 19"

PS Saddle Tree

Art. no. 518

 
EVO-S
The EVO-S provides an excep-
tionally soft sitting sensation 
due to the soft inserts on the 
skirt and the seat lining that 
runs smoothly into the saddle 
flap. The horse enjoys opti-
mum freedom for the withers 
due to the wider gullet plate. 
In addition the saddle creates 
excellent freedom for shoulder, 
spine and movement.

Sizes 16" to 19"

PS Saddle Tree

Art. no. 502

 
Performance
The new Performance features a semi-deep, extra-soft seat,  
large knee blocks and small calf blocks and Natural Grip  
leather with excellent grip for an exceptionally comfortable and  
secure riding sensation. With its modern design, like the inserts 
on the flap, the square edges of the cantle and the elegant 
look, the saddle is a visual highlight on every course as well! 
The narrow twist of the saddle tree and the Freedom Panels 
are additional features. The saddle comes with a cantle plate, 
which can be individually printed or engraved.

Sizes 16.5" to 18"

Synthetic Saddle Tree

Art. no. 513

Top Quality and Optimum 
Freedom of Movement

NEW

Perfect look – wonderfully soft to the 
touch and with excellent grip. The common 

features of all Passier saddles.

Cut of Jumping and Cross-Country Saddles

0 cm (0") +1 cm (0.4") + 2 cm (0.8") + 3 cm (1.2") + 5 cm (2")

Avior
Flow

Arktur 
Ingrid Klimke

Eventing

EVO-S 
Marcus Ehning II

Performance
Motion

Marcus EhningYoung Winner F 
Young Winner

JUMPING
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Motion
The PASSIERBLU Motion has a 
soft, flat seat, large knee and 
small calf blocks and skirts, 
which are doubled with Selloil 
leather. Decorative stitching 
and patent leather trim com-
plete the stylish look.

Sizes 16.5" to 18"

Synthetic Saddle Tree

Art. no. 661

 
Marcus Ehning
The Marcus Ehning was also 
developed in close coopera-
tion with the well-known pro-
fessional rider. The soft saddle 
seat ensures an excellent riding 
sensation. The thicker knee 
inserts enhance contact with 
the horse.

Sizes 16.5" to 18"

Synthetic Saddle Tree

Art. no. 510

 
Avior
The Avior convinces due to its 
semi-deep seat and its com-
fortable seating sensation. The 
pre-formed knee inserts and 
thick knee and calf blocks give 
the rider very good security, 
the decorative stitching com-
pletes the classy look.

Sizes 16.5" to 18"

Synthetic Saddle Tree

Art. no. 512

 
Flow
The PASSIERBLU Flow has sty-
lish decorative stitching and a 
patent leather trim at the back 
of the small saddle flap.  
Additional features include a 
soft, non-slip, flat seat, large 
knee blocks with Velcro and 
small calf blocks.

Sizes 15.5" and 16"

Synthetic Saddle Tree

Art. no. 663

 
Ingrid Klimke
The saddle is the result of the 
trusty collaboration with riding 
master Ingrid Klimke. It features 
elegant decorative seams 
and small and large saddle 
flaps with soft Selloil leather 
doubling for perfect security 
in the saddle.

Sizes 16" to 19"

PS Saddle Tree

Art. no. 503

Passier Jumping Saddles –  
100% Made in Germany

 
Marcus Ehning II
The Marcus Ehning II was  
developed in cooperation 
with professional jumping 
rider Marcus Ehning. It  
features light decorative  
stitching, a flat, broad seat  
and non-slip skirts, doubled 
with Selloil leather.

Sizes 16" to 19"

PS Saddle Tree

Art. no. 511

 
Young Winner
The attractive jumping saddle 
for young riders. With semi-
deep, exceptionally comfort-
able seat. The knee and calf 
blocks offer the young riders 
good security over the fence.

Sizes 15.5" and 16"

Synthetic Saddle Tree

Art. no. 031

 
Young Winner F
The jumping saddle for young 
riders. With flat and comfort-
able seat, pre-formed knee 
inserts for close contact to 
the horse and knee and calf 
blocks, which provide good 
security when jumping.

Sizes 15.5" and 16"

Synthetic Saddle Tree

Art. no. 032

The gullet plate is  
being aligned and fitted  

to the saddle tree.
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The panel becomes firmly attached 
to the upper part of the saddle by 
tightening the strong thread used 
for this purpose. This production 

step is called “wedding”.

 
Ingrid Klimke
The saddle is the result of  
the trusty collaboration with 
riding master Ingrid Klimke.  
It has a comfortable, soft seat 
and Selloil leather doubling 
on the small and the large 
saddle flaps for perfect grip. 
Additional features include the 
narrow twist for direct contact 
with the horse and elegant, 
decorative stitching.

Sizes 16" to 19"

PS Saddle Tree

Art. no. 503

 
PSL VD
The popular PSL VD with 
emphasis on dressage offers 
excellent freedom of move-
ment and exudes an image 
of perfection: in the dressage 
arena, on the jumping course 
and cross-country. A charac-
teristic feature: the soft knee 
insert leather, which goes up 
to under the stirrup bars.

Sizes 16" to 19"

PS Saddle Tree

Art. no. 096

 
Paxton
This all-purpose saddle with 
emphasis on dressage is an 
ideal saddle for beginners – 
and with its pleasant seat 
depth and versatile cut it is 
perfect for all uses. The knee 
rolls provide good security 
and guarantee freedom of 
movement.

Sizes 16.5" to 18"

Synthetic Saddle Tree

Art. no. 035

 
Eventing
The Eventing convinces due to  
its wider seat and the narrow  
twist. This allows particularly  
close contact with the horse  
and ample freedom of move-
ment in the saddle. The small  
and the large saddle flaps,  
doubled with Selloil leather, and 
the pre-formed knee inserts on 
top of the Velcro thigh supports 
provide optimum security.

Sizes 16" to 19"

PS Saddle Tree

Art. no. 505

Top Cross Country Saddles –  
Recommended by the Pros

Top Quality  
Made by  
Master  
Craftsmen

CROSS-COUNTRY
AND ALL-PURPOSE

All-Purpose Saddles by Passier
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An additional highlight, now available for 
all Passier saddles: elegant cantle plates in 
two variants – aluminum with print or brass 
with engraving. That cer-
tain something for every 
saddle! Very individual 
and classy! Art. no. 600

Every new Passier saddle is an individual highlight created by master craftsmen. 
The wide choice of design variations opens up a multitude of possibilities. Stop 
dreaming and start creating! Select the leather inside, the trim and the Premium 
Crystals – and design your own personal saddle. Art. no. 057

Example Black Glamour:

Trim/Welt  
20 Patent Leather Black

Premium Crystals 
100 Single Row  
Graphite

Leather Inside 
300 Glamour  
Black

Leather Inside

17 Teak 26 Blue

Leather Patent Leather
10 Black 20 Black

11 Havana 21 Havana

Design Leather
310  Marezzo Black

311  Marezzo Havana

300 Glamour Black

309 Tulip

Premium Crystals

100 Single Row Graphite

104 Single Row Clear Crystal

101 Single Row Colorado Topaz

204 Double Row Clear Crystal

209 Double Row Pearl Rosé

Trim/Welt

Leather
10 Black

11 Havana

17 Teak

Patent Leather
20 Black

21 Havana

26 Blue

29 Rosé

Shown at  
actual size

Size

1 Small (4,2 mm)

Color

04 
Clear  

Crystal
Small size not  

available in 
Graphite!

00 
Graphite

Small size not  
available in 

Rosé!

09 
Rosé

01 
Colorado 

Topaz

Shiny Premium Crystals –  
Precious Jewelry for Your Horse!

The sparkling Premium Crystals are available in four different colors: Clear Crystal,  
Colorado Topaz, Graphite and Rosé. Saddles, bridles and accessories by Passier let 
your dreams come true! Art. no. 059

3 Large (7,2 mm)

2 Medium (6,2 mm)

It’s Time to Get  
Personal ...

NEW

Unique, 
Favorite Saddles: 
with the Passier  
Design Variations

Individual Highlights Created by Master Craftsmen Design Variations on the Cantle – Design Your Favorite Saddle!
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15°

PS Saddle Tree

The cut out at the front 
of the saddle tree, right 
in the pubic area under 
the soft seat reduces 
pressure and makes the 
saddle extra-comfy and 
super soft. Available  
for all saddles with  
PS Saddle Tree.

Art. no. 081

Queen Special Feature Cantle Widened by 15°

Passier Optimum II Dressage Saddle
Passier Optimum Mono Dressage Saddle
Passier Sirius Dressage Saddle
Passier EVO-D Dressage Saddle
Passier Optimum Dressage Saddle
Passier Compact Comfort Dressage Saddle
Passier GG Extra Dressage Saddle
Passier Hubertus Schmidt II Dressage Saddle

Passier Freemove Dynamic Dressage Saddle
Passier Arktur Jumping Saddle
Passier EVO-S Jumping Saddle
Passier Ingrid Klimke Jumping and Cross Country Saddle
Passier Marcus Ehning II Jumping Saddle 
Passier Eventing Cross-Country Saddle
Passier PSL VD All-Purpose Saddle

Saddles with PS Saddle Tree

The heart of each saddle is the saddle tree. Its development and advancement are therefore the very focus of 
every saddle maker. Passier offers two different saddle trees, the PS Saddle Tree and the Synthetic Saddle Tree. 
Both offer several unique features.

The high flexibility in the longitudinal axis lets both saddle trees contort to a certain extent, especially during 
turns, thus avoiding contact with the horse’s spine. The narrow twist makes for a deep seat and close con-
tact between rider and horse. Due to adjustable gullet plates, Passier saddles can easily be adjusted to the 
anatomy of the horse – a number of times, if necessary. Finally, the short points permit greater freedom for the 
shoulders. As a result, both saddle trees guarantee a maximum of horse-friendliness.

Passier Grand Prix Special Dressage Saddle
Passier Corona II Dressage Saddle
Passier abs Dressage Saddle
Passier Corona Dressage Saddle
PASSIERBLU Style Dressage Saddle
Passier Young Star II Dressage Saddle
Passier Performance Jumping Saddle 
PASSIERBLU Motion Jumping Saddle

Passier Marcus Ehning Jumping Saddle
Passier Avior Jumping Saddle
PASSIERBLU Flow Jumping Saddle
Passier Young Winner F Jumping Saddle
Passier Young Winner Jumping Saddle
Passier Paxton All-Purpose Saddle

Saddles with Synthetic Saddle Tree

Passier Saddle Trees –  
Especially Horse-Friendly

Two Saddle Trees with Countless Amazing Features

Regular  
Gullet Plate

The width of the gullet plate  
can easily be adjusted –  

several times, if necessary!

Wider  
Gullet Plate

The wider gullet plate is particularly good for 
horses with very high and wide withers and 

simplifies the fitting of the saddle. Available 
for saddles with PS Saddle Tree.

Art. no. 080

 
frt-System®

The frt-System® with anatomically  
formed gullet plate bars lets the  

horse’s shoulder move freely. Available  
for saddles with PS Saddle Tree.

Art. no. 051

This cantle offers the rider 
more room and freedom of 
movement with the same 
seat size. This allows you 
to go a full size smaller for 
horses with short backs! 
Available for all Dressage 
Saddles with PS Saddle 
Tree.

Art. no. 054

Each PS Saddle Tree is constructed by hand by Passier 
master saddlers in Langenhagen, Germany. More than 1,200 
steps are necessary for the production. The main materials 
are wood and leather. Saddle models with PS Saddle Tree 
are available in seven different sizes: from 16" to 19".

The pointed ends of the cantle  
are situated close to the back.  
This creates plenty of room in the seat 
allowing riders to position perfectly.

The Synthetic Saddle Tree is made of an elastomere, which cannot 
break under normal conditions and can therefore respond to the 
highest demands. Passier saddles with Synthetic Saddle Tree are 
available in six sizes from 15.5" to 18".

The edges on the sides 
are very smooth, sup-
porting the impression 
of a narrow twist.

The wide construction of 
the head of the saddle tree 
offers great freedom on the 
sides for the withers.

Synthetic Saddle Tree

The narrow twist of the 
Synthetic Saddle Tree 
ensures very close  
contact to the horse.
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More than 150 Years of Experience in Saddle Production

Synthetic Wool
Passier panels are all filled with synthetic wool, which  
has unique advantages: it does not absorb liquid and 
maintains its elasticity and softness when in use, there  
is no formation of clumps during flocking, and it has high  
re-set properties. Passier saddle panels, therefore, are 
very elastic and very horse-friendly.

10 mm (3/8") Latex Insert
This practical insert ensures extremely soft, 
smooth contact between the saddle and the  
horse’s back. Furthermore it helps to evenly  
distribute the rider’s weight on the horse’s back. 
The horse-friendly insert is a standard feature  
of all Passier saddles.

“The Lifter”
The perfect saddle panels for horses with high withers and lowered back (with the rump sloping into the back), which require  
additional height in the rear area of the panel. “The Lifter” Panels with their short, round form at the rear come off the horse’s 
back quickly and therefore exert no pressure.

Art. no. 083

The welt extends through  
to the saddle flaps.

The panels  
are horizontal 
throughout.

The panels are  
shorter and rounder  
at the rear.

Normal  
Panels

Freedom Panels
The Freedom Panels, which were develo-
ped by Passier are a standard feature of 
all Passier saddles. They offer more room 
on the right and left of the horse’s wit-
hers while the front third of the channel 
is especially wide, thus creating more 
freedom of movement for the horse.

Front Gussets
Front Gussets increase the volume of the padding in the 
front of the saddle. The use of Front Gussets thus is ideal 
for horses with hollow sides, which can be evened out with 
the additional volume of the Front Gussets.

Art. no. 043

Flat, Medium, High Gusseted Panels
The Gusseted Panels at the back enlarge the contact area 
of the saddle panels and improve the fit of the saddle.  
Later adjustments can be performed easily. Compared to 
Medium Gusseted Panels, the height of Flat Gusseted 
Panels is reduced by 10 mm (3/8"), while the height of High 
Gusseted Panels is increased by 10 mm (3/8").

For Optimum Freedom of Movement
The Saddle Panel for Optimum Freedom of Movement was 
developed in collaboration with horse trainer Eberhard 
Weiß. In combination with the Wider Gullet Plate it creates 
additional room for the shoulder and sideways movement. 
The trapezius muscle can move freely, the horse benefits 
from maximum freedom of movement. Available for all 
saddles with PS Saddle Tree.

Art. no. 048

“The Lifter” 
Panels

Passier Saddle Panels – Unbelievably Convenient
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Passier Strap Arrangements – for the Optimum Fit of the Saddle
Many Possibilities, the Perfect Solution for Every Type of Saddle

2 x 70 cm (28") Billet Straps,  
incl. Point Billet Strap

Point Billet Strap,  
V-Girth Arrangement at Rear

Straight Point Billet Strap,  
Strap on Seat Bottom

W-Girth Arrangement Straight Straps 3 Short Straps

Passier employs a variety of different 
strap arrangements. The general rule: 
each strap arrangement is available 
for every saddle. The attachment of 
additional nail billet girthing is pos-
sible anytime and at no additional 
cost. The addition of a third strap on 
dressage saddles and the attachment 
of an additional point billet strap on 
jumping saddles is available at cost.
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Passier Supports, Blocks & Rolls – for Security and Stability
The Perfect Supports, Blocks & Rolls for Every Use!

Thigh supports, knee and calf blocks and knee  
rolls provide security and stability in the saddle  
and help riders to hold themselves securely.  
Passier offers an exceptionally wide variety,  
differing from saddle model to saddle model.
Customized versions are available on request 
and at extra cost. On request all saddle 
models can also be outfitted with Velcro 
supports, blocks & rolls.

For the Compact Comfort 
Dressage Saddle

L 24 x W 7 x H 6 cm 
L 9.5" x W 2.7" x H 2.4"

For the Grand Prix Special  
Dressage Saddle

L 29 x W 8,5 x H 8,5 cm and  
L 21 x W 8 x H 8,5 cm 
L 11.5" x W 3.3" x H 3.3" and  
L 8.2" x W 3" x H 3.3"

For the GG Extra,  
Optimum and Sirius 
Dressage Saddles

L 23 x W 8,5 x H 4,2 cm 
L 9" x W 3.3" x H 1.6"

For the Optimum II 
Dressage Saddle

L 23 x W 8,5 x H 4,7 cm 
L 9" x W 3.3" x H 1.8"

For the Style 
Dressage Saddle

L 27 x W 8 x H 6,5 cm 
L 10.6" x W 3" x H 2.5"

For the GG Extra  
Dressage Saddle

from 17.5" seat size

L 27 x W 8,5 x H 4,2 cm 
L 10.6" x W 3.3" x H 1.6"

For the EVO-D 
Dressage Saddle

L 24,5 x W 8,2 x H 8,5 cm 
L 9.6" x W 3.2" x H 3.3"

For the Young Star II 
Dressage Saddle

L 23 x W 7 x H 3,3 cm 
L 9" x W 2.7" x H 1.3"

For the Flow, Motion and  
M. Ehning II Jumping  
Saddles, the Eventing CC and 
the Ingrid Klimke  
Jumping and CC Saddle

L 15 x W 4,8 x H 4,7 cm 
L 6" x W 1.8" x H 1.8"

For the Compact 
Dressage Saddle

L 21,5 x W 7,2 x H 5,5 cm 
L 8.5" x W 2.8" x H 2.1"

For the Marcus Ehning  
and Young Winner  
Jumping Saddles

L 11 x W 3,8 x H 3,5 cm 
L 4.3" x W 1.5" x H 1.4"

For the Optimum Mono 
Dressage Saddle

L 20 x W 7 x H 6,5 cm 
L 7.8" x W 2.7" x H 2.5"

For the Freemove Dynamic 
Dressage Saddle and  
the All-Purpose Saddles 
Paxton and PSL VD

L 26 x W 4 x H 3,7 cm 
L 10.2" x W 1.6" x H 1.5"

For the Corona II 
Dressage Saddle

L 24 x W 7 x H 6 cm 
L 9.5" x W 2.7" x H 2.4"

For the Avior 
Jumping Saddle

L 15 x W 4,9 x H 5,7 cm 
L 6" x W 1.9" x H 2.2"

For the Hubertus Schmidt II 
Dressage Saddle

L 21 x W 7,5 x H 5,8 cm 
L 8.2" x W 2.9" x H 2.3"

For the Arktur  
and the EVO-S 
Jumping Saddles

L 17 x W 4,3 x H 3,8 cm 
L 6.6" x W 1.7" x H 1.55"

For the abs 
Dressage Saddle

L 23 x W 8,5 x H 4,7 cm 
L 9" x W 3.3" x H 1.8"

For the Young Winner F 
Jumping Saddle

L 13 x W 4,8 x H 3,3 cm 
L 5" x W 1.8" x H 1.3"
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 Icarus Double Bridle
This round, elegant double bridle has an anatomically-formed, 
softly padded head piece for exceptional horse-friendliness.  
The Caveson Special with patent leather trim is also anatomically- 
formed and softly lined. The waved browband with large, sparkling 
Premium Crystals in the color Clear Crystal completes the brilliant 
and elegant look.

Sizes Cob size, full size, over size

Fittings Stainless steel

Color ■ Black

Art. no. 865 incl. reins Art. no. 930 und 931

 Neptune Snaffle Bridle
This elegant, round snaffle bridle is the perfect combination 
of exclusivity and beauty. With anatomically-formed and softly 
padded head piece, which effectively reduces pressure on the 
horse's poll. The anatomically-formed and softly lined Caveson 
Special with shiny patent leather trim make for an elegant look. 
The waved browband with the dark and mysterious shine of  
large Premium Crystals in black Graphite complete this dream  
of a snaffle bridle.

Sizes Cob size, full size, over size

Fittings Stainless steel

Color ■ Black

Art. no. 855 incl. reins Art. no. 935

Sophisticated,  
Round Passier Bridles

Two Extra-Elegant Highlights
So Many Benefits!
Passier snaffle bridles and double 
bridles are made from European 
Calf leather. They are sewn with 
two needles, each stitch is inter-
locked, so that the thread does 
not unravel when damaged!  
A wide selection of browbands, 
cavesons and reins allows for a 
great number of variations!  
All components are available  
separately as spare parts.

All snaffle bridles and double  
bridles come complete with reins.

The Neptune Snaffle Bridle –  
round and brilliant beauty.

BRIDLES
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So Wonderful:  
Passier  
Snaffle Bridles

  
Atlas  
Snaffle Bridle
Horse-friendliness at its best: 
head piece and Caveson 
Special with flash strap are 
anatomically-formed and 
softly padded – for optimum 
pressure relief. With waved 
browband with Premium Crys-
tals in the color Clear Crystal.

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, full 
size, over size

Fittings Stainless steel, brass

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana

Art. no. 820  
incl. reins Art. no. 923

  
Apollo  
Snaffle Bridle
The patent leather snaffle brid-
le with glamour factor. With 
Caveson Special with patent 
leather noseband and softly 
lined head piece. Matching 
the patent leather noseband 
the snaffle bridle comes with 
a waved browband with shiny 
Premium Crystals in Graphite.

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, full 
size, over size

Fittings Stainless steel

Color  ■ Black

Art. no. 880  
incl. reins Art. no. 920

  
Fortuna  
Snaffle Bridle
The fantastic-elastic snaffle 
bridle with concealed, elastic 
inserts on both sides, which de-
crease pressure on the horse’s 
poll and encourage chewing 
activity. With Caveson Special 
with flash strap and elegantly 
waved browband with large 
Premium Crystals in Grey.

Sizes  Cob size, full size, over 
size

Fittings Stainless steel

Color ■ Black

Art. no. 850  
incl. reins Art. no. 920

  
Marcus Ehning II  
Snaffle Bridle
The snaffle bridle with softly 
lined, anatomically-formed 
head piece and noseband, 
which leaves room for 
cheekbone and facial nerve. 
With applications made from 
grained leather and waved, 
elegantly doubled browband.

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, full 
size, over size

Fittings Stainless steel, brass

Colors  ■ Black ■ Havana  
■ Teak

Art. no. 810  
incl. reins Art. no. 922

  
Spirit  
Snaffle Bridle
The popular snaffle bridle 
with softly lined, anatomical-
ly-formed head piece and 
softly lined Flash Noseband. 
With waved browband with 
Premium Crystals in the color 
Colorado Topaz with brass 
fittings and in Clear Crystal with 
stainless steel fittings.

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, full 
size, over size

Fittings Stainless steel, brass

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana

Art. no. 825  
incl. reins Art. no. 920

  
Starlight  
Snaffle Bridle
A brilliant masterpiece with 
anatomically-formed and 
softly padded head piece. 
The softly lined patent leather 
noseband leaves room for 
cheekbone and optic nerve of 
the horse. With waved brow-
band with Premium Crystals in 
the color Clear Crystal.

Sizes Pony, cob size, full size

Fittings Stainless steel

Color  ■ Black 

Art. no. 812  
incl. reins Art. no. 923

NEW 

Exchangeable Nosebands
This selection of exchangeable nosebands, which can easily 
be attached is available for the Atlas, Starlight, No Limits, 
Marcus Ehning II, Apollo, Fortuna and PASSIERBLU Spirit 
Snaffle Bridles. Each snaffle bridle can be ordered with the 
desired noseband, which is also available separately.

Art. no.  
827

Art. no.  
691

Art. no.  
692

Art. no.  
959

Art. no.  
690

Art. no.  
822

Art. no.  
823

Art. no.  
826

Exchangeable Noseband 
with More Room for the 
Cheekbone with Patent 
Leather

Sizes  Pony, cob size, 
full size

Color  ■ Black

Art. no.  
824

Art. no.  
954

Art. no.  
882

Art. no.  
695

  
No Limits  
Snaffle Bridle
The snaffle bridle for limitless 
performance of your horse! 
With anatomically-formed 
Flash Noseband with light 
decorative stitching and re-
movable flash strap loop and 
matching waved browband 
with light decorative stitching.

Sizes  Cob size, full size

Fittings  Black w. stainless steel,  
Havana w. stainless 
steel or brass

Colors  ■ Black ■ Havana

Art. no. 811  
incl. reins Art. no. 694

Exchangeable 
Figure 8 Noseband

Size  One size fits all

Colors  ■ Black 
■ Havana

Best Quality Made from Soft Leather

Exchangeable Anatomi-
cally-Formed Caveson 
Special with Flash Strap

Sizes  Pony size,  
cob size, full 
size, over size

Colors  ■ Black 
■ Havana

Exchangeable Anatomically- 
Formed Caveson Special 
with Patent Leather Trim 
and Flash Strap

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, 
full size, over size

Color  ■ Black

Exchangeable Anatomically- 
Formed Flash Noseband

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, 
full size, over size

Colors  ■ Black 
■ Havana

Exchangeable Anatomi-
cally-Formed Caveson 
Special with White 
Lining and Flash Strap

Sizes  Pony size, cob 
size, full size, 
over size

Color  ■ Black

Exchangeable Anatomically- 
Formed Caveson Special with 
Patent Leather Trim, with  
White Lining and Flash Strap

Sizes  Pony size, cob size,  
full size, over size

Color  ■ Black

Exchangeable Nose-
band with More Room 
for the Cheekbone with 
Application

Sizes  Pony size, cob 
size, full size, 
over size

Colors  ■ Black 
■ Havana 
■ Teak

Exchangeable Noseband 
for Caveson Special 
with Flash Strap

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, 
full size, over size

Colors  ■ Black 
■ Havana

Exchangeable  
Dropped Noseband

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, 
full size, over size

Colors  ■ Black 
■ Havana

Exchangeable Dropped 
Noseband with Patent 
Leather Trim

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, 
full size, over size

Color  ■ Black

Exchangeable  
Flash Noseband

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, 
full size, over size

Colors  ■ Black 
■ Havana

NEW
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Head Piece Padding
The horse-friendly, soft Head Piece Padding can very easily 
be attached to the head piece with its Velcro fastener. 
Thus the Head Piece Padding 
ensures additional and effective 
reduction of the pressure on the 
horse’s poll.

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, full size, 
over size

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana

Art. no. 821

Cavesons
This wide selection of 
different cavesons is 
available for the Ingrid 
Klimke Snaffle Bridle 
and the Juno Snaffle 
Bridle. The cavesons 
can be exchanged 
easily. Each snaffle 
bridle can be orde-
red with the desired 
caveson, but of course 
the different cavesons 
are available separately 
as well.

The variety of possible 
combinations allows 
easy assembling of 
individual, personal 
dream snaffle bridles.

Caveson Special with 
Flash Strap

Sizes  Pony size,  
cob size, full size,  
over size

Colors  ■ Black 
■ Havana

Art. no.  
951

Art. no.  
953

Art. no.  
678

Dropped  
Noseband

Sizes  Pony size,  
cob size, full 
size, over size

Colors  ■ Black 
■ Havana

Art. no.  
679

Flash  
Noseband

Sizes  Pony size,  
cob size, full 
size, over size

Colors  ■ Black 
■ Havana

Art. no.  
841

 Juno Snaffle Bridle
The perfect training snaffle bridle for everyday use! With softly 
lined Flash Noseband and a striking browband with brass or 
stainless steel clincher. From June the Juno Snaffle Bridle will 
be available in the pictured variant with waved browband with 
clincher.

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, full size, over size

Fittings Stainless steel, brass

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana

Art. no. 840 incl. reins Art. no. 921

 Ingrid Klimke Snaffle Bridle
This snaffle bridle was developed in close cooperation with Ingrid  
Klimke and convinces due to its ideal pressure relief. The softly 
lined head piece has a wider ear recess and broader contact 
area, the head strap of the caveson is positioned on top of the 
head piece, relieving pressure on the horse's poll. The Caveson 
Special with flash strap is softly lined as well. The elegant, waved 
browband is available with Premium Crystals in the color Colo-
rado Topaz with brass fittings and in Clear Crystal with stainless 
steel fittings.

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, full size, over size

Fittings Stainless steel, brass

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana

Art. no. 833 incl. reins Art. no. 922 THIS  
VARIANT  

AVAILABLE  
FROM JUNE

The Juno Snaffle Bridle 
with its prominent  

browband with clincher.

Caveson Special with 
Bit Ring Recess and 
Flash Strap

Sizes  Cob size,  
full size,  
over size

Colors  ■ Black 
■ Havana

Caveson Special with 
Bit Ring Recess with 
Patent Leather Trim  
and Flash Strap

Sizes  Cob size,  
full size,  
over size

Colors  ■ Black 
■ Havana
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Hubertus Schmidt 
Double Bridle 
Roségold Luxury 
Edition
The Roségold Luxury Edition of 
this double bridle has a soft, 
anatomically-formed Caveson 
Special with white lining and a 
browband with shiny Premium 
Crystals in Roségold.

Sizes  Pony size, cob size,  
full size, over size

Fittings Stainless steel

Color ■ Black

Art. no. 630  
incl. reins Art. no. 924 and 190

 Fortuna Double Bridle
The double bridle has elastic inserts on both sides. The inserts 
are concealed by the browband and connect the softly padded 
head piece with the cheek pieces, decreasing pressure on the 
horse’s poll and encouraging chewing activity. Even mouth and 
tongue problems can be avoided! The double bridle comes with 
a softly lined Caveson Special and an elegantly waved browband 
with large Premium Crystals in Grey.

Sizes  Cob size, full size, over size

Fittings Stainless steel

Color ■ Black

Art. no. 860 incl. reins Art. no. 924 and 190

  
Dream  
Double Bridle
This Double Bridle has an ex-
tra-soft headpiece and a soft 
Caveson Special. Both are ana-
tomically-formed. The waved 
browband is available with 
Premium Crystals in the color 
Colorado Topaz with brass 
fittings and in Clear Crystal with 
stainless steel fittings.

Sizes  Cob size, full size,  
over size

Fittings Stainless steel, brass

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana

Art. no. 828  
incl. reins Art. no. 924 and 190

  
Hubertus Schmidt 
Double Bridle 
Black Luxury  
Edition
The Black Luxury Edition has an 
anatomically-formed Caveson 
Special with elegant patent 
leather trim and waved brow-
band with classy Premium 
Crystals in Graphite.

Sizes  Pony size, cob size,  
full size, over size

Fittings Stainless steel

Color ■ Black

Art. no. 633  
incl. reins Art. no. 924 and 190

 Atlas Double Bridle
The Atlas Double Bridle effectively reduces pressure and there-
fore is very horse-friendly. Head piece and Caveson Special are 
anatomically-formed and softly padded. The elegant, waved 
browband with large and shiny Premium Crystals in the color 
Clear Crystal completes the exceptionally elegant look of this 
double bridle.

Sizes  Pony size, cob size, full size, over size

Fittings Stainless steel

Color ■ Black

Art. no. 637 incl. reins Art. no. 924 and 190

PASSIERBLU  
Dream  

Double Bridle

Exchangeable Nosebands
These Exchangeable Nosebands are available for the Atlas, Fortuna, Hubertus Schmidt and PASSIERBLU Dream Double Bridles. 
Each Double Bridle can be ordered with the desired Exchangeable Noseband. The nosebands are also available separately.

Art. no.  
631

Art. no.  
632

Art. no.  
634

Art. no.  
636

Stars in the Dressage Arena:  
Passier Double Bridles

Horse-Friendliness Meets Elegance

Exchangeable Anatomically-
Formed Caveson Special

Sizes  Pony size, cob size,  
full size, over size

Colors  ■ Black 
■ Havana

Exchangeable Anatomically- 
Formed Caveson Special with 
White Lining

Sizes  Pony size, cob size,  
full size, over size

Color  ■ Black

Exchangeable Anatomically- 
Formed Caveson Special with 
Patent Leather Trim

Sizes  Pony size, cob size,  
full size, over size

Color  ■ Black

Exchangeable Anatomically- 
Formed Caveson Special with 
Patent Leather Trim, with 
White Lining

Sizes  Pony size, cob size,  
full size, over size

Color  ■ Black
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Waved Browband with Small Strass Crystals

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size Art. no. 015

Every bridle can become a genuine highlight by integrating  
a special browband. These original Passier browbands are also 
available individually and match virtually all Passier bridles.  
With shiny Premium Crystals, clinchers or perfectly plain –  
the range offers something for everyone!

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana

Waved Browband with Premium Crystals  
Double Row Pearl Rosé

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size Art. no. 023

Premium Crystals in Clear Crystal

Premium Crystals in Colorado Topaz

Waved Patent Leather Browband  
with Small Strass Crystals

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size Art. no. 018

Waved, Padded Browband

Sizes Cob size, full size Art. no. 021

Browband with Big Strass Crystals

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size Art. no. 011

Round Browband

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size Art. no. 222

Padded Browband

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size Art. no. 020

Waved, Round Browband

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size Art. no. 014

Browband with Clincher

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size Art. no. 028

Brass Clincher

Stainless Steel Clincher

Brass Clincher

Stainless Steel Clincher

Waved Browband with Clincher

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size Art. no. 029

NEW

NEW

Premium Crystals in Grey

Premium Crystals in Graphite

Premium Crystals in Clear Crystal

Waved Browband  
with Big Premium Crystals

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size Art. no. 016

Premium Crystals in Roségold

Waved Browband  
with Medium Premium Crystals

Sizes Pony size, cob size, full size, over size Art. no. 022

Passier Browbands
Highlights for Every Snaffle Bridle
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Passier offers a choice of different reins – to match the different bridles and the different disciplines.  
Most snaffle bridles are supplied as standard with the classic Passier Web Bridle Reins with leather hand grips 
and stops. The bridles are, however, also available with the alternative reins illustrated here – and, of course,  
the reins can also be purchased without the bridle.

Passier Reins
Perfect Reins for Every Discipline

Leather Reins with Leather Hand Grips with Hook Studs

Length per side Pony size 125 cm (49"), full size 140 cm (55") 
Width 17 mm (2/3")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana Art. no. 925

Leather Double Bridle Reins with Hook Studs

Length per side 145 cm (57") 
Width 13 mm (1/2")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana Art. no. 190

Rubber Reins with Stops with Hook Studs

Length per side 140 cm (55") 
Width 19 mm (3/4")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana ■ Teak Art. no. 693

Eventa Rein® Rubber Reins with Stops with Hook Studs

Length per side 140 cm (55") 
Width 22 mm (7/8")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana Art. no. 697

Leather Reins with One Side Rubber with Round Fronts  
with Hook Studs (for Icarus and Neptune)

Length per side 140 cm (55") 
Width 17 mm (2/3")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana Art. no. 930

Comfort Reins, Soft Leather Reins with Leather Hand Grips and 
Stops with Hook Studs

Length per side  
Pony size 125 cm (49"), full size 140 cm (55"), over size 150 cm (59") 
Width 15 mm (5/8")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana ■ Teak Art. no. 923

Leather Reins with One Side Rubber with Hook Studs

Length per side 140 cm (55") 
Width 17 mm (2/3")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana Art. no. 924

The elegant Passier Draw Reins are equipped  
with practical loops and snap hooks at both  
ends for easy fastening.

Length c. 220 cm (86") 
Width 16 mm (2/3")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana Art. no. 910

 Draw Reins

Web Bridle Reins with Double Leather Hand Grips and Stops with 
Buckles

Length per side  
Pony size 125 cm (49"), full size 140 cm (55"),  
over size 150 cm (59"; only in Black) 
Width 19 mm (3/4")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana Art. no. 921

Laced Leather Reins with Stops with Hook Studs

Length per side 140 cm (55") 
Width 17 mm (2/3")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana Art. no. 696

Web Bridle Reins with Leather Hand Grips and Stops with Hook Studs

Length per side  
Pony size 125 cm (49"), full size 140 cm (55"),  
over size 150 cm (59"; only in Black) 
Width 19 mm (3/4")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana ■ Teak Art. no. 920

Web Bridle Reins with Leather Hand Grips and Stops with Round 
Fronts with Hook Studs (for Icarus and Neptune)

Length per side 140 cm (55") 
Width 19 mm (3/4")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana Art. no. 935

Web Sure Grip Reins with Leather Hand Grips and Stops with 
Buckles

Length per side Pony size 125 cm (49"), full size 140 cm (55") 
Width 19 mm (3/4")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana ■ Teak Art. no. 928

Web Bridle Reins with Double Leather Hand Grips and Stops  
with Hook Studs

Length per side Pony size 125 cm (49"), full size 140 cm (55") 
Width 19 mm (3/4")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana Art. no. 922

 Grab Strap
The elegant, round Passier Grab Strap functions as its  
name suggests: buckled onto the front of the saddle,  
it offers the rider that special extra security.

Size One size fits all Art. no. 062 Colors ■ Black ■ Havana ■ Teak
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 Martingale
The Martingale is highly convenient and variable. The martin-
gale attachment can be removed and re-attached easily by a 
snap hook. The flash strap also comes with a snap hook for 
easy attachment to, or removal from, the saddle girth. A small 
leather stopper ensures the neck ring remains in position.

Size One size fits all

Fittings Stainless steel, brass

Art. no. 685

Ingrid Klimke Breastplate

This perfect combination of neck ring and breastplate with particularly 
soft padding was developed in cooperation with riding master Ingrid 
Klimke. The running martingale attachment is adjustable in length and 
easily removable. It can be embellished with Premium Crystals.

Sizes Pony size, full size

Fittings Stainless steel, brass

Art. no. 684

Marcus Ehning Breastplate

This meticulously stitched breastplate with a removable running 
martingale attachment, which is adjustable in length was de-

veloped with professional jumping rider Marcus Ehning. It has 
particularly soft padding to make sure the horse hardly feels it.

Sizes Pony size, full size

Fittings Stainless steel, brass

Art. no. 688

Auriga Breastplate

This horse-friendly breastplate prevents 
the saddle from slipping backwards in 

the take-off phase without causing any 
pressure points.

Size One size fits all

Fittings Stainless steel, brass

Art. no. 686

Phoenix Breastplate with Running  
and Closed Martingale

The meticulously stitched and embossed Phoenix Breastplate is always 
supplied with two different martingale attachments: a closed martin-
gale and a running martingale that is adjustable in length. The belly 
strap has a snap hook and a practical Conway buckle.

Size One size fits all

Fittings Black w. stainless steel,  
Havana w. stainless steel or brass

Art. no. 687

Colors 

■ Black 

■ Havana

Colors 

■ Black 

■ Havana

Colors 

■■ Black 

■■ Havana 

■■ Teak

Colors 

■ Black 

■ Havana

Colors 

■ Black 

■ Havana 

■ Teak

PASSIERBLU Easy Breastplate

The softly lined PASSIERBLU Easy Breastplate features a long bridge 
strap across the withers. The side straps come with loops for easy 
attachment to the saddle straps. The running martingale attachment 
is adjustable in length and removable. The belly strap can easily be 
attached to the saddle girth by a snap hook.

Size One size fits all

Fittings Black w. stainless steel,  
Havana w. stainless steel or brass

Art. no. 682

Colors 

■ Black 

■ Havana

Passier 
Breast- 
plates
Innovations  
in Top Quality

ACCESSORIES
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Passier Saddle Girths
Perfect Hold, No Slipping!

Curved Leather Saddle Girth, Long Style

Lengths 110 to 150 cm (43" to 59")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana ■ Teak Art. no. 070

Leather Saddle Girth with Broadened Girth Center

Lengths 110 to 145 cm (43" to 57"; Black, Havana), 125 to 145 cm (49" to 57"; Teak)

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana ■ Teak Art. no. 075

Open Velcro Flap

PASSIERBLU Protect Leather Saddle Girth 
with Stud Guard

Lengths 110 to 145 cm (43" to 57")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana  Art. no. 078

Open Velcro Flap

PASSIERBLU Grip Leather Saddle Girth

Lengths 115 to 145 cm (45" to 57")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana  Art. no. 077

Open Velcro Flap

PASSIERBLU Wave Leather Saddle Girth

Lengths 50 to 80 cm (20" to 32")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana Art. no. 076

Anatomically Formed Leather Saddle Girth

Lengths 45 to 80 cm (18" to 32")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana Art. no. 071

Curved Leather Saddle Girth, Short Style

Lengths 45 to 80 cm (18" to 32")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana Art. no. 072

Leather Saddle Girth for Dressage Saddles w. Tendency to Slip Forward

Lengths 45 to 80 cm (18" to 32")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana Art. no. 073

Neoprene Saddle Girth

Lengths 45 to 85 cm (18" to 33")

Color ■ Black Art. no. 061

The Leather Saddle Girth 
with Broadened Girth Center 

keeps the saddle in place.

NEW

Dynamic Leather Saddle Girth

Lengths 115 to 145 cm (45" to 57")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana Art. no. 079

NEW

Saddle Girth Cover made of  
original lambskin for the  
PASSIERBLU Wave Leather Saddle Girth, Art. no. 762
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Elegant Passier Stirrup 
Leathers: soft leather,  
meticulous craftsmanship!

Passier Stirrup Leathers
Great Accessory for Your Saddle

Stirrup Leathers “Velvet Touch Deluxe”

The elegant stirrup leathers with light decorative seams are made of top quality European Calf 
leather. “Velvet Touch Deluxe“ – the name says it all, because these stirrup leathers are velvety 
soft to the touch.

Lengths 140 cm (55"), 150 cm (59"), 160 cm (63"), 170 cm (67"), 180 cm (71"; only black) 
Width 2.5 cm (1")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana

Art. no.  084 (140 cm/55"), 085 (150 cm/59"), 086 (160 cm/63"),  
087 (170 cm/67"), 088 (180 cm/71"; only black)

Stirrup Leathers “Velvet Touch”

The narrow stirrup leathers with nylon inserts will never stretch, no matter how intensely they are 
used. The exclusive leather with “Velvet Touch” makes them extremely soft. The stirrup leathers can 
be embellished with a Premium Crystal on their end.

Lengths 110 cm (43"), 120 cm (47"), 130 cm (51"), 140 cm (55"), 150 cm (59"), 160 cm (63"), 170 cm (67") 
Width 2.5 cm (1")

Colors ■ Black ■ Havana ■ Teak

Art. no.  048 (110 cm/43"), 049 (120 cm/47"), 050 (130 cm/51"), 051 (140 cm/55"),  
052 (150 cm/59"), 053 (160 cm/63"), 054 (170 cm/67")

The Premium Crystals can be  
chosen from four different colors:  

Clear Crystal, Colorado Topaz,  
Graphite and Rosé.

Art. no. 059

Cover for Stirrup 
Leathers

Many riders prefer to 
fix the buckles of the 
stirrup leathers down 
at the stirrups and not 
at the stirrup bar in 
order to have close 
contact to the horse. 
The Cover secures the 
straps and protects 
the riding boots. With 
large Passier lettering.

Size One size fits all

Colors  
■ Black ■ Havana

Art. no. 047

Stirrup Bag

This practical small bag 
made from heavy-du-
ty Ripstop with soft 
Fleece lining securely 
covers the stirrups and 
also protects the va-
luable leather of your 
saddle from scratches. 
With elastic band and 
stirrup leather lead 
through.

Size One size fits all

Color  
■ Blue

Art. no. 533
NEW

Stirrup Leathers

Passier stirrup leathers are cut from pre-stretched European Calf leather and they are meticulously 
hand-sewn with two needles on the flesh side of the leather and have an especially long life.

Lengths 130 cm (51"), 140 cm (55"), 150 cm (59"), 160 cm (63"), 170 cm (67") 
Widths 2.5 cm (1") and 2.9 cm (1 1/8")

Color ■ Black ■ Havana

Art. no. 055 (130 cm/51"), 056 (140 cm/55"), 057 (150 cm/59"), 058 (160 cm/63"), 059 (170 cm/67")
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Convenient and Stylish:  
Passier Saddle Pads

Best Quality Between Horse and Saddle!

The Trapezius Relief Pad (TRP) is made 
from comfortable felt, the shell from 
easy to clean cotton.

  
Lambskin Pad
Anatomic and shock absorbing!

Sizes Pony, M, L

Color  Lambskin: Natural, Cotton: Black

Art. no. 760

Interior

 
Saddle Cloth 
Dressage/ 
Jumping
Sporty beathable 
saddle cloth with small 
diamond quilting and 
large PASSIERBLU label 
in slip-resistant silicone 
print that helps to keep 
the saddle in place! The 
saddle cloth has good 
stability and also con-
vinces by its very good 
fit. The girth loops with 
Velcro fastening make it 
particularly practical for 
the user.

Size One size fits all

Color ■ Blue

Art. no. 780 (Dressage),  
781 (Jumping)

 FlexiPad® Dressage/Jumping
FlexiPads® are certified as particularly easy on the horse, adjusting perfectly to the back of the horse and the saddle and can therefore 
compensate for changes in the shape of the horse as it develops during training. They absorb the pressure – the muscles of the horse can 
relax. Available in one- and two-color designs these reversible pads are especially practical and always retain their shape!

Size One size fits all Art. no. 610 (Dressage), 611 (Jumping)

Black Grey White Blue Champagne

Brown-Caramel

Black-Grey

Rosé-Grey Berry Light-Dark Bordeaux-Blue Blue-Brown Khaki-Caramel

NEW

NEW

  
Breathable  
Saddle Cloth with  
Coat of Arms  
Dressage/Jumping
The finely woven outer  
material is neatly quilted with 
a special “open-pore” under 
material: this breathable 
combination of fabrics reduces 
pent-up heat and dampness –  
which means the horse dries 
off more quickly after riding.  
Additional features include 
a very good fit and the girth 
loops with Velcro fastening.

Size One size fits all

Colors  ■ Blue ■■ White  
■ Black

Art. no. 775 (Dressage),  
776 (Jumping)

  
Trapezius Relief 
Pad (TRP)
The TRP has been developed 
together with dressage trainer 
Eberhard Weiß. It distinguis-
hes itself from conventional 
pads by means of the two spe-
cial recesses in the sensitive 
rearward part of the trapezius 
muscle. These oval reces-
ses provide demonstrable 
pressure relief: the horse can 
breath more freely. Furthermo-
re, the pad encourages better 
back activity and relaxation 
as well as promoting good 
muscle development and can 
also be used prophylactically 
against over-sensitive reac-
tions to the saddle

Size One size fits all

Colors ■ Black ■■ White

Art. no. 777
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 Cooler Rug
Soft and comfy cooler rug, with tri-color 
surrounding braid, Passier lettering on the 
closure at the front and coat of arms!

Sizes S: 125 cm (49"), M: 135 cm (53"), L: 145 cm 
(57"), XL: 155 cm (61"), XXL: 165 cm (65")

Color ■ Blue Art. no. 585

  
Turnout Rug
Breathable, waterproof turnout rug with perfect fit and smooth 
polyester inner lining to avoid chafing!

Sizes S: 125 cm (49"), M: 135 cm (53"), L: 145 cm (57"), XL: 155 cm 
(61"), XXL: 165 cm (65")

Color ■ Blue Art. no. 588 (150 g), 587 (without filling)

  
Travel Boots
Breathable, water-repellent, beautifully soft against the horse’s leg 
and with four Velcro fastenings for quick and easy use.

Size Full size

Color ■ Blue Art. no. 591

 Under Rug
Soft, warming, breathable and slip-proof  
under rug with smooth polyester taffeta in  
the front to avoid chafing on the chest.

Sizes S: 125 cm (49"), M: 135 cm (53"), L: 145 
cm (57"), XL: 155 cm (61"), XXL: 165 cm (65")

Color ■ Blue Art. no. 582 (150 g)

Elegant, tear-proof and softly padded stable  
halter with a rhombus Passier emblem and  
decorative braid on the noseband.

Sizes Full size, cob size

Color ■ Blue Art. no. 596

 Rope
Attractive and tear-proof.

Length 220 cm (87")

Color   Blue-White-Yellow Art. no. 598

Adjustable double closure at front

Cross surcingles with loop arrangement

All-Round Elegance:  
Passier Textile Collection

Great Quality, Perfect Fit!

 Nylon Stable Halter
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 Care Products
Every quality product requires particularly good care in order to 
preserve its high quality properties for as long as possible. For 
the correct care of Passier saddles, bridles and accessories, it is 
therefore important to use Passier Saddle Soap, Passier Lederbal-
sam and Passier Bridle Cleaner exclusively. This is the only way of 
guaranteeing correct care of the exclusive Passier products.

Bridle Cleaner Art. no. 917 
Lederbalsam Art. no. 913 
Saddle Soap Art. no. 915

 Lunging Accessories

  
Saddle Cover
The Saddle Cover of rainproof Ripstop has 
pockets with Passier lettering on both sides 
which are ideal for securing the saddle girth, 
for example when transporting the saddle. 
The inside of the saddle cover is made of 
fluffy cotton. A billet lead through system on 
both sides ensures a perfect fit. Every new 
Passier saddle comes with this cover.

Size One size fits all

Color ■■ Blue

Art. no. 532 

Pocket  
with Passier  
Lettering

View  
from Back

Always Practical: 
Attractive Accessories

From Lunging Accessories to the Best in Saddle Care

 
Leather  
Stable Halter
The noseband and 
head piece of this 
very elegant Passier 
Leather Stable Halter 
are softly lined.

Sizes Pony size,  
cob size, full size, 
over size

Colors   ■■ Black  
■■ Havana

Art. no. 620

Passier Dealer Special
From an order quantity of 250 pieces 
the Saddle Cover can also be designed 
individually.

NEW

The accessories have been 
developed together with 
horse trainer Horst Becker. 
The Lunging Girth keeps the 
horse’s spineous processes 
free – the Gymnastic Reins 
offer the horse freedom of 
movement in all directions.

Size One size fits all

Color ■ Black

Lunging Girth Art. no. 900 
Gymnastic Reins Art. no. 901
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G. Passier & Sohn GmbH · passier.com · facebook.com/g.passier · instagram.com/g.passier · youtube.com/passier1867

Inspired by Nature:
Passier EVO-S  
Jumping Saddle


